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Simply put, an air handling unit (AHU) is a component of the HVAC system that cools and distributes air into space through a cond cond ducts. A fan coil unit (FCU) is an existing air circulation independent system in a small space, but it can also be part of the HVAC system. Fan coil unit &amp; air handling unit coming
SlideShare Loading in... 5 × 1 Like this document? Why not share! 1. Fan Roll Unit &amp; Air Treatment Unit By Muhammad Rabeet Sajid I.D 101631-058 For: Air Conditioning Ventilation Heat December 31, 2013 2. Fan coil unit: A unit coil fan (FCU) is a simple device consisting of a heating or cooling coil and fan. It is
part of the HVAC system found in residential, commercial and industrial buildings. Usually a fan coil unit is not connected to the duct, and is used to control the temperature in the space where it is installed, or serve a lot of space. It is controlled by a manually on/off switch or by a thermo regulator. The fan coil unit has
been selected to provide local heating and cooling systems for many years and there are still many positive properties justifying the choice of a fan coil unit system today. Manufacturers of these products need to constantly meet the changing needs of the market and meet increasingly strict laws, especially regarding
energy consumption. Instead of this legislation leading to the collapse of fan coil units, it has prompted manufacturers to take ever more innovative approaches to their designs, as well as consider the advantages proffered by the entire heating and cooling system. Thus, advances in technology applied to both this
product and those that complement it have led to the revival of the fan coil unit Types of fan coil units: Fan coil units are divided into two types 1. Two-tube fan coil unit: The two-tube fan coil unit has a supply and a back tube. The pipeline provides cold or hot water to the unit depending on the time of year. 2. Four pipe
coil unit fans: Four pipe coil unit fans have two supply pipes and two back pipes. This allows hot or cold water to enter the device at any time. Since it is often necessary to heat and cool different areas of a building at the same time, due to differences in internal heat loss or increased heat, four-tube fan coil units are most
commonly used. Fan coil unit operation: A concealed fan coil unit will usually be installed in an accessible ceiling gap or service area. Back air grille and air supply diffuser, usually placed flush into the ceiling, will be piped to and from the fan coil unit and thus allow an excellent level of flexibility for grid positioning suitable
for ceiling layout and/or partition layout in a space. It is quite common for back air not to be cond orded and to use bare voids as a back air as a whole. Coil receives hot or cold water from a central plant, and removes heat from or adds heat to the air through heat transfer. Heat. Fan coil units can accommodate 3 internally
of their own. heat, or can be wired to operate with a remote thermo regulator. However, and as is common in most modern buildings with a building energy management system (BEMS), the control of fan coil units will be by a local or outstation digital controller (along with the relevant room temperature sensor and control
valve acto unit) linked to BEMS via a communication network , and therefore can be adjusted and controlled from a central point, such as a computer terminal supervisor. The coil unit fan circulates hot or cold water through a coil to condition a space. The device takes hot or cold water from a central plant, or mechanical
room containing equipment to remove heat from the closed loop of the central building. The equipment used may include machines used to remove heat such as coolers or cooling towers and equipment to add heat to the building's water such as boilers or commercial water heater. Many advantages of coil fan system: 1.
Water-based fan coil: Although, fan coil sets can use chilled water environment (CHW) or resolysts to provide cooling, they are mainly related to chilled water. The main advantage of installing a fan coil unit system that uses water as a cooling environment is that there is no need for specific inspection and maintenance
as required by F Gas regulations regarding those installations that require the presence of receding resors in the building envelope. 2. Heating environment: Similar to cooling environments, although fan coil units are capable of providing heating using hot water or resolyses, they are usually supplied with hot water at low
temperatures (LTHW). The main advantage again is that the use of water as a heating environment denies the need for specific inspection and maintenance as required by the F gas regulations regarding those installations that require the presence of receding resers in the construction envelope. 3. Renewable Energy
Compatibility: The fan coil unit is compatible with, and can be used with, renewable energy systems. 4. Physical dimensions: The fan coil units have large maximum cooling and heating inputs and therefore they afford to install a compact cooling and heating solution in terms of physical size. Areas with large heating or
cooling requirements can be served by a small number of 4 large fan coil units. or a large number of small fan coil units; The low number of fan coil units minimizes the initial system capital costs and the space required for terminal unit installation while the high number of fan coil units provides the flexibility to easily
change the construction layout and the potential to reduce system operating costs. 5. Positioning: Fan coil units are available in many casings, including self-finishing galvanized steel frames or paint casings, for for concealed installation or, if there is no space available for ceilings, walls or architectural casings, exposed
installations. 6. Sound level: The fan coil unit system is installed precisely with the optimal quantity of quality diffuser creating less undesirable. It can be argued that fan coil unit systems are desirable on silent cooling and heating solutions as they produce background sound levels low enough not to penetrate but high
enough to provide privacy between adjacent rooms. Larger fan coil sets operate at lower speeds and with equipped degraders can be selected to meet more stringent sound requirements. Coil fans can even be used to meet the thermal requirements of hotel rooms at night, providing cooling and heating at sound levels
favorable for uninterrupted sleep. 7. Energy consumption system: The fan coil unit, ec fan combination, is very efficient and still good in the requirements of even the new L part 2010 construction regulations. Adding variable fan speed strategies, empty failures, etc. reduces consumption even further. In a like-for-like
situation other systems can still have a small edge with energy consumption on the fan coil but then EC fan coil can react to the needs of individual areas making a whole fan coil system, through its versatility , more efficiently. 8. Control: The fan coil controllers effect the input by changing both air volume and water
volume. Modern strategies can intelligently control both of these vehicles to give a subtle but, if necessary, quick response time to environmental changes. Because a fan coil system is a collection of multiple fan coil, and because each fan coil can act automatically, a fan coil system can meet many different needs at the
same time making it, very controllable and flexible. 9. Response: Coil fans are often required to keep a specific temperature and will do so for fairly good tolerance. However, the fan coil will also meet the need to change the temperature in minutes. This makes them suitable for larger, single temperature spaces and 5
individual offices. type of space where temperature changes may be required by the occupant. Other systems can be reversed, relatively slow to respond, and therefore generally better suited to large open plan areas where a fairly stable temperature is needed. 10. Moisture absorbing terminal: Roll fan, if selected with
cold enough water will remove moisture from the air with air conditioning. However, the amount of dehumification is incorrect, since the humidity is always changing, and therefore should be considered simply a by-product of the air conditioning process instead of a calculated feature. Fan coil can be selected to 'run dry' if
the water temperature is relatively high. Other systems by design are not produced condensation and therefore do not have a dehumification effect. With low temperatures associated with resolysing-based systems, condensation creation is inevitable and can be significant. This must be dealt with and can be specialized
systems such as mechanical pump removal. 11. Air Distribution: A fan coil system is one of the most versatile ways to deliver conditional air into a space, not only because it has a small foot print or excellent control but also because it can be mated with a variety of grids and diffusers to match the vision of the architect or
interior designer. It also allows air-conditioned air to be spread around the service room through exhaust pipes, allowing a single unit to distribute to a large and diverse area. To ensure the best internal climate is achieved there are a few basic rules that need to be followed, including ensuring that the discharge velocity in
the supplied pipe is below 3m/s, that the broadcast temperature is above 11°C and that whatever mesh/diffuser is selecting them suits the air mass, throwing patterns and room noise levels to meet the specification. Install typical fan coil unit 6. 12. Terminal handling fresh air: In most cases, fresh air is transferred to the
back of the Fan coil, mixing this air with air circulating from space and providing the room, the benefit is that fresh air is air conditioned before it is distributed, removing drafts and cold points. 13. Potential for off-site assembly: Due to time restrictions, off site fabrication has become increasingly popular, first of all coil fans
producing equipped vents, drain cocks, general conference discharges, and then controls for a fully packed unit. We recently saw suspension, valve arrangements and network connections equipped for units before they reached the site. This reduces on-site installation time and cost as it's much faster and simpler to fit
more of this system on the bench than it is up in the air. This shows the versatility of fan coil and especially the construction units in the UK, as they are capable of providing separate solutions to customers. 14. Global Warming Potential (GWP): Fan coil units often use water as a cooling environment and water or
electricity as a heating environment, the direct consequence is that the fan coil system contains only a significant amount of receding resil in larger plant items usually installed outside the building envelope, such as a chimetor or heat pump. Therefore, the global warming potential of fan coil unit systems is
correspondingly minimal; another illustration of how using fan coil unit systems on alternative heating and cooling systems can serve to benefit our environment. Fan roll unit 7. Air processor: � What is an air processor? An air processor, or air processor is a device used to air conditioning and circulation as part of
heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems. Handler is Large metal boxes contain a blower, heating and/or cooling elements, filter shelves or chambers, sound deterioration, and dampers. Air processors are often connected to the work of air-conditioned air distribution ducts through buildings, houses,
returned to AHU. Sometimes AHUs discharge (deliver) and acknowledge (return) air directly to and from the service space, without ducts. Small air handling, for local use, is called a terminal, and can only include an air filter, coil, and blower; Simple terminal units are called blower coil or fan coil unit. Air handling is greater
than 100% external air conditions, and has no circulating air, known as a makeup air unit (MAU). An air processor designed for outdoor use, usually on the roof, is called a packing unit (PU) or rooftop unit (RTU). Air handling unit Parts of an air handling unit? 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. Coil cooling coil fan with engine filter



damper (blower) (external, back air) 8 humidifitor case mixer box. Different types of air handling equipment: � � What is the difference between an air processor and a fan coil? 1. AHU is generally a larger system than FCU. 2. AHU is more complex than FCU and AHU is often used in larger facilities or spaces. 3. AHU
systems typically channel air through ducts while FCU does not have any ducts. 4. The AHU system treats the outside air while fcus basically recycles or re-circulates the air. 5. AHU has sections to reheat and moisten while FCU does not have any. 6. FCU is often observed to be noisier than AHU. AHU v/s FCU AHU
and FCU are both included in the HVAC system. The following is an acronym describing many heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems. AHU, completely called air handling unit other than FCU or fan coil. AHUs are usually connected to a central HVAC system while an FCU can operate or be installed itself.
Because of this, it is usually AHU that is used to ventilate an entire building while FCUs are used in smaller spaces and usually only locally. Only.
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